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caitlin misses her brother every day since his death in a school shooting she has no one to explain the world to her and for caitlin the world is a confusing place she hates

it when colours get mixed up prefers everything to be black and white and needs to check her facial expressions chart to understand emotions so when caitlin reads the

definition of closure she decides that s what she needs and as she struggles to find it a world of colour begins to enter her black and white life warning do not read this

book for amongst its contents you will find two extraordinary adventurers a missing magician s diary a symphony of spells and a deadly secret but wait you already know

too much it is too late i m afraid nothing will stop you now open the book if you must but please tell no one a beautiful new edition of the beloved fantasy hailed as the

stuff of epic tale telling booklist perfect for fans of beauty and the beast from new york timesbest selling author edith pattou rose has always longed for adventure so when

an enormous white bear appears one evening and makes her a mysterious offer she accepts in exchange for health and prosperity for her ailing family she must live with

the white bear in a distant castle but rose soon realizes that all isn t as it seems as she tries to settle into her new life she makes a devastating mistake now she must

choose return to her safe and loving family or go on a dangerous quest to fix what she has broken and perhaps lose her heart along the way a sweeping romantic epic as

timeless as any fairy tale and thrilling as only the best fantasy novels can be when her mother dies from a snake bite comity s life in the australian outback changes for

ever with her father lost in his grief comity makes friends with fred the aboriginal yard boy but then the evil quartz hogg arrives who delights in playing cruel games and

when he sets his murderous sights on fred it s up to comity to stop him a gripping tale that builds to an explosive climax from much loved storyteller geraldine

mccaughrean a selection of classic stories of adventure and magic that children will want to read again and again a charming bedtime story about feeling safe and

peaceful with those you love ideal for reading aloud to small children who have difficulty sleeping it s 1964 and alice has moved to mississippi from chicago with her family

nicknamed yankee girl and taunted by the in crowd at school alice soon discovers the other new girl valerie one of the school s first black students has it much worse

alice can t stand the way valerie is treated and yet she knows she will remain an outsider if she speaks up it takes a horrible tragedy to finally give alice the courage to

stand up for what she believes set in the deep south in the 1960s yankee girl is a powerful resonant and relevant story about racism and doing the right thing everyone
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knows how to live be who they are find their place but i m still waiting jill s life lost all meaning when her dad died friends boyfriends college nothing matters any more

then her mother drops a bombshell she s going to adopt a baby mandy is desperate for her life to change seventeen pregnant and leaving home she is sure of only one

thing her baby must never have a life like hers whatever it takes heart achingly beautiful how to save a life is about finding love truth and your place in the world all where

you least expect it winner of the young quills historical novel award longlisted for the cilip carnegie medal my name is hanna michelson i am 15 i am latvian i live with my

mother and grandmother my father is missing taken by the russians i have a boyfriend when he holds my hand everything feels perfect i m training to be a dancer but

none of that matters now because the nazis have arrived and i am a jew and as far as they are concerned that is all that matters this is my story this unique book

successfully strikes the difficult balance between comprehensively covering the subject of modern art and being accessible and enjoyable for children ages 10 you will find

the history of the world covering the major civilizations rulers and events the book paints a vivid picture of everyday life over thousands of years friends romans citizens of

the world do you want to take a fast paced trip through time all of human history is here from hunter gatherers in the ice age to technological innovators in modern times

with bitesize narrative accounts lively illustrations timelines maps and links to specially selected websites to bring history alive beware dangerous secrets lie between the

pages of this book ok i warned you but if you think i ll give anything away or tell you that this is the sequel to my first literary endeavor the name of this book is secret you

re wrong i m not going to remind you of how we last left our heroes cass and max ernest as they awaited intiation into the mysterious terces society or the ongoing fight

against the evil dr l and ms mauvais i certainly won t be telling you about how the kids stumble upon the museum of magic where they finally meet the amazing pietro oh

blast i ve done it again well at least i didn t tell you about the missing sound prism the nefarious lord pharaoh or the mysterious creature born in a bottle over 500 years

ago the key to the biggest secret of all i really can t help myself now can i let s face it if you re reading this it s too late detailed introduction to modern art with internet

links about featured artists and examples of their work and works by related artists this beautifully designed picture book will be a delight for adults and children to share

and discover together what goes on at night when they re asleep each spread explores a different night time world as well as the city and woods we visit a coral reef the

north pole a jungle a busy port the australian outback a factory where robots are making cars and even outer space this is a delightful and surprising book that will

engage young and old alike synopsis coming soon step inside the sun scorched deserts of ancient egypt to visit magnificent temples by the mighty river nile busy towns

and tombs filled with glittering treasure this sumptuous book covers every era of visual art from ancient to modern it includes works from every major genre from classical
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to cubist focuses on every major theme from still life to society and contains works by the world s most renowned and influential artists this encyclopaedic title contains

hundreds of gloriously reproduced works of art from the world s major collections including the national gallery in london the superb illustrations are combined with

authoritative informative and fascinating text which brings the paintings to life and also explains how to get the most out of looking at art key works including the arnolfini

portrait venus and mars and les demoiselles d avignon are explored in detail contains a timeline biographical details about many major artists and an extensive glossary

that explains key terms clearly and precisely includes approved internet links which can be accessed through the usborne quicklinks website and lead the reader to

hundreds of more works of art in addition to the masterpieces included in this wonderful and exciting book lift the flaps to reveal what life was like a long time ago in

various scenes from everyday life the look inside series presents a lot of information in an entertaining interactive way bright busy scenes with flaps that give the answer

to questions and raise more question this latest title in the delightful lift the flap questions and answers series is packed with questions inquisitive young children love to

ask and grown ups sometimes struggle to answer detailed introduction to the history of art with internet links about featured artists and examples of their work and works

by related artists it s the middle ages and an ill matched band of strangers is setting off on a pilgrimage to canterbury to amuse themselves along the way they hold a

storytelling competition but the tales soon turn from ripping yarns to slanging matches with a cast of unforgettable characters from the blue blooded knight and the merry

wife of bath to the shifty pardoner the story is as much about the riotous pilgirims as the weird and wonderful tales they tell clearly written in a modern approachable style

to introduce young readers to this much loved classic story this simple information book uncovers the history of stone age people and how they lived from their clothing

and houses to monuments such as stonehenge which still survive today full of facts colourful illustrations and photographs of historical artefacts such as baked pots tools

and jewellery ideal for beginner readers who prefer fact to fiction and those studying the stone age at school internet links take readers to specially selected websites to

find out more this beautifully illustrated book contains all seven of jane austen s novels beautifully retold as stories for children the retellings are true to austen s elegant

phrasing and language while reducing and simplifying the stories for a young modern reader and include quotations from the original text throughout the perfect book for

children studying jane austen or those who simply enjoy reading wonderful stories each story has an introductory plate showing all the main characters and introducing the

plot as well as single and double plate illustrations depicting scenes from the story includes a section all about jane austen her times and her other writings an heirloom of

the future this beautiful book is richly produced to a standard this timeless classic deserves with a padded hardback cover a ribbon marker and traditional binding
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describes education through the centuries in various cultures including greek egyptian native american and european three 9 piece jigsaws plus a night time book full of

details to talk about little children will love completing the three beautifully illustrated 9 piece jigsaws in this box and can discover more about the moonlit world in the

accompanying book which is full of details to spot and talk about together each jigsaw measures 17 x 17cm once complete this beautifully illustrated book contains all of

charles dickens novels and the novella a christmas carol all skillfully retold for children the retellings simplify the novels for a young modern reader with quotations from

the original text throughout wonderful illustrations by maria surducan show the characters and the smoggy london scenes the perfect book for children studying charles

dickens or those who simply enjoy reading wonderful stories each story has an introductory plate showing all the main characters and introducing the plot as well as single

and double plate illustrations depicting scenes from the story includes a section all about charles dickens his times and other writings an heirloom of the future this

beautiful book is richly produced to a standard this timeless classic deserves with a padded hardback cover a ribbon marker and traditional binding take a journey of

discovery through ancient rome with this stunning book step inside the bustling forum in the heart of the eternal city then wander through homes baths and the

amphitheatre complete with gladiators to the busy docks then set off for an army fort at the frontiers of the roman empire and fast forward to today s roman ruins with a

flap or hole on every spread including laser cuts flaps and holes let you see inside roman buildings including shops apartments baths amphitheatre and army fort

charming illustrations by rachael saunders give a delightfully naïve feel this book has lots and lots of activities to do outdoors wherever you are or whatever the weather

by the sea or on a riverbank in the woods in your garden when it s sunny or raining or even at night activities include making a shelter from branches and leaves going on

a nighttime nature walk marking out trails to follow making your own map exploring a rock pool and even cooking on a campfire from the bestselling queen of heart and

humour jenny pearson comes a great big soaring adventure about family and finding happiness when frank john davenport inherits piles of money from a grandma he didn

t know he had things take an unexpected turn because the money comes with strict instructions and a new grandpa frank quickly compiles a list of all the ways he can

spend the money and look after his grumpy grandpa money may buy hot air balloon rides monster truck lessons and epic parkour experiences but can frank discover that

happiness is in fact priceless praise for jenny pearson shortlisted for the costa book award waterstones children s book award laugh out loud book award and the branford

boase award breaks records for funny and touching storytelling david baddiel as funny and tender as it could ever be frank cottrell boyce heart warming and genuinely

funny the times when a sudden storm destroys charles ship and he is presumed dead rose believes something sinister is at work and she sets off on a perilous journey
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with the fate of the entire world at stake a faithful retelling of the classic herman melville story about captain ahab and his vengeful hunt for the whale moby dick clearly

written in a modern approachable style the classics retold series is designed to introduce young readers to much loved classic stories the text includes informative notes

on both the author and the original text and is ideal for encouraging young readers to pursue an interest in literature discover or rediscover the fantastic stories from

shakespeare plays with this complete book in this beautifully illustrated book you will find the thirty seven plays that shakespeare wrote retold for children from 8 to 88 you

will be pleased with re reading the all time favorites romeo and juliet midsummer night s dream or hamlet but also with discovering the less well known stories synopsis

coming soon this sumptuous book covers every era of visual art from ancient to modern it includes works from every major genre from classical to cubist focuses on every

major theme from still life to society and contains works by the world s most renowned and influential artists ages 10 the superb illustrations are combined with

authoritative informative and fascinating text which brings the paintings to life and also explains how to get the most out of looking at art ages 10



Mockingbird 2018-01-01

caitlin misses her brother every day since his death in a school shooting she has no one to explain the world to her and for caitlin the world is a confusing place she hates

it when colours get mixed up prefers everything to be black and white and needs to check her facial expressions chart to understand emotions so when caitlin reads the

definition of closure she decides that s what she needs and as she struggles to find it a world of colour begins to enter her black and white life

The Name of This Book is Secret 2018-06-28

warning do not read this book for amongst its contents you will find two extraordinary adventurers a missing magician s diary a symphony of spells and a deadly secret

but wait you already know too much it is too late i m afraid nothing will stop you now open the book if you must but please tell no one

East 2018-10-23

a beautiful new edition of the beloved fantasy hailed as the stuff of epic tale telling booklist perfect for fans of beauty and the beast from new york timesbest selling author

edith pattou rose has always longed for adventure so when an enormous white bear appears one evening and makes her a mysterious offer she accepts in exchange for

health and prosperity for her ailing family she must live with the white bear in a distant castle but rose soon realizes that all isn t as it seems as she tries to settle into her

new life she makes a devastating mistake now she must choose return to her safe and loving family or go on a dangerous quest to fix what she has broken and perhaps

lose her heart along the way a sweeping romantic epic as timeless as any fairy tale and thrilling as only the best fantasy novels can be



The Middle of Nowhere 2018-08-08

when her mother dies from a snake bite comity s life in the australian outback changes for ever with her father lost in his grief comity makes friends with fred the

aboriginal yard boy but then the evil quartz hogg arrives who delights in playing cruel games and when he sets his murderous sights on fred it s up to comity to stop him

a gripping tale that builds to an explosive climax from much loved storyteller geraldine mccaughrean

Illustrated Classics: the Secret Garden and Other Stories 2014-09

a selection of classic stories of adventure and magic that children will want to read again and again

Solomon the Lion 2021-06

a charming bedtime story about feeling safe and peaceful with those you love ideal for reading aloud to small children who have difficulty sleeping

Yankee Girl 2014-10-01

it s 1964 and alice has moved to mississippi from chicago with her family nicknamed yankee girl and taunted by the in crowd at school alice soon discovers the other new

girl valerie one of the school s first black students has it much worse alice can t stand the way valerie is treated and yet she knows she will remain an outsider if she

speaks up it takes a horrible tragedy to finally give alice the courage to stand up for what she believes set in the deep south in the 1960s yankee girl is a powerful

resonant and relevant story about racism and doing the right thing



How to Save a Life 2019-01-10

everyone knows how to live be who they are find their place but i m still waiting jill s life lost all meaning when her dad died friends boyfriends college nothing matters any

more then her mother drops a bombshell she s going to adopt a baby mandy is desperate for her life to change seventeen pregnant and leaving home she is sure of only

one thing her baby must never have a life like hers whatever it takes heart achingly beautiful how to save a life is about finding love truth and your place in the world all

where you least expect it

The Earth is Singing 2019-02-07

winner of the young quills historical novel award longlisted for the cilip carnegie medal my name is hanna michelson i am 15 i am latvian i live with my mother and

grandmother my father is missing taken by the russians i have a boyfriend when he holds my hand everything feels perfect i m training to be a dancer but none of that

matters now because the nazis have arrived and i am a jew and as far as they are concerned that is all that matters this is my story

The Usborne Introduction to Modern Art 2004

this unique book successfully strikes the difficult balance between comprehensively covering the subject of modern art and being accessible and enjoyable for children

ages 10

Encyclopedia of World History 2011

you will find the history of the world covering the major civilizations rulers and events the book paints a vivid picture of everyday life over thousands of years



Short History of the World 2018

friends romans citizens of the world do you want to take a fast paced trip through time all of human history is here from hunter gatherers in the ice age to technological

innovators in modern times with bitesize narrative accounts lively illustrations timelines maps and links to specially selected websites to bring history alive

The Usborne Book of Children's Classics 1989

beware dangerous secrets lie between the pages of this book ok i warned you but if you think i ll give anything away or tell you that this is the sequel to my first literary

endeavor the name of this book is secret you re wrong i m not going to remind you of how we last left our heroes cass and max ernest as they awaited intiation into the

mysterious terces society or the ongoing fight against the evil dr l and ms mauvais i certainly won t be telling you about how the kids stumble upon the museum of magic

where they finally meet the amazing pietro oh blast i ve done it again well at least i didn t tell you about the missing sound prism the nefarious lord pharaoh or the

mysterious creature born in a bottle over 500 years ago the key to the biggest secret of all i really can t help myself now can i let s face it if you re reading this it s too

late

If You're Reading This, It's Too Late 2008-10-01

detailed introduction to modern art with internet links about featured artists and examples of their work and works by related artists

The Usborne Introduction to Modern Art 2004

this beautifully designed picture book will be a delight for adults and children to share and discover together what goes on at night when they re asleep each spread



explores a different night time world as well as the city and woods we visit a coral reef the north pole a jungle a busy port the australian outback a factory where robots

are making cars and even outer space this is a delightful and surprising book that will engage young and old alike

Usborne Book of Night Time 2018-09-05

synopsis coming soon

Knights 2006

step inside the sun scorched deserts of ancient egypt to visit magnificent temples by the mighty river nile busy towns and tombs filled with glittering treasure

Step Inside Ancient Egypt BB 2019-08-21

this sumptuous book covers every era of visual art from ancient to modern it includes works from every major genre from classical to cubist focuses on every major theme

from still life to society and contains works by the world s most renowned and influential artists this encyclopaedic title contains hundreds of gloriously reproduced works of

art from the world s major collections including the national gallery in london the superb illustrations are combined with authoritative informative and fascinating text which

brings the paintings to life and also explains how to get the most out of looking at art key works including the arnolfini portrait venus and mars and les demoiselles d

avignon are explored in detail contains a timeline biographical details about many major artists and an extensive glossary that explains key terms clearly and precisely

includes approved internet links which can be accessed through the usborne quicklinks website and lead the reader to hundreds of more works of art in addition to the

masterpieces included in this wonderful and exciting book



The Usborne Book of Children's Classics 1982

lift the flaps to reveal what life was like a long time ago in various scenes from everyday life the look inside series presents a lot of information in an entertaining

interactive way bright busy scenes with flaps that give the answer to questions and raise more question

The Usborne Book of Art 2005

this latest title in the delightful lift the flap questions and answers series is packed with questions inquisitive young children love to ask and grown ups sometimes struggle

to answer

Look Inside Living Long Ago 2015-07

detailed introduction to the history of art with internet links about featured artists and examples of their work and works by related artists

Illustrated Stories from Shakespeare 2014-01-01

it s the middle ages and an ill matched band of strangers is setting off on a pilgrimage to canterbury to amuse themselves along the way they hold a storytelling

competition but the tales soon turn from ripping yarns to slanging matches with a cast of unforgettable characters from the blue blooded knight and the merry wife of bath

to the shifty pardoner the story is as much about the riotous pilgirims as the weird and wonderful tales they tell clearly written in a modern approachable style to introduce

young readers to this much loved classic story



About Long Ago 2018-01-29

this simple information book uncovers the history of stone age people and how they lived from their clothing and houses to monuments such as stonehenge which still

survive today full of facts colourful illustrations and photographs of historical artefacts such as baked pots tools and jewellery ideal for beginner readers who prefer fact to

fiction and those studying the stone age at school internet links take readers to specially selected websites to find out more

The Usborne Introduction to Art 2010-06

this beautifully illustrated book contains all seven of jane austen s novels beautifully retold as stories for children the retellings are true to austen s elegant phrasing and

language while reducing and simplifying the stories for a young modern reader and include quotations from the original text throughout the perfect book for children

studying jane austen or those who simply enjoy reading wonderful stories each story has an introductory plate showing all the main characters and introducing the plot as

well as single and double plate illustrations depicting scenes from the story includes a section all about jane austen her times and her other writings an heirloom of the

future this beautiful book is richly produced to a standard this timeless classic deserves with a padded hardback cover a ribbon marker and traditional binding

The Canterbury Tales: Usborne Classics Retold 2014-10-01

describes education through the centuries in various cultures including greek egyptian native american and european

The Stone Age 2015-07

three 9 piece jigsaws plus a night time book full of details to talk about little children will love completing the three beautifully illustrated 9 piece jigsaws in this box and can



discover more about the moonlit world in the accompanying book which is full of details to spot and talk about together each jigsaw measures 17 x 17cm once complete

Complete Jane Austen 2018-10-04

this beautifully illustrated book contains all of charles dickens novels and the novella a christmas carol all skillfully retold for children the retellings simplify the novels for a

young modern reader with quotations from the original text throughout wonderful illustrations by maria surducan show the characters and the smoggy london scenes the

perfect book for children studying charles dickens or those who simply enjoy reading wonderful stories each story has an introductory plate showing all the main

characters and introducing the plot as well as single and double plate illustrations depicting scenes from the story includes a section all about charles dickens his times

and other writings an heirloom of the future this beautiful book is richly produced to a standard this timeless classic deserves with a padded hardback cover a ribbon

marker and traditional binding

Illustrated Stories from Dickens 2022-11-03

take a journey of discovery through ancient rome with this stunning book step inside the bustling forum in the heart of the eternal city then wander through homes baths

and the amphitheatre complete with gladiators to the busy docks then set off for an army fort at the frontiers of the roman empire and fast forward to today s roman ruins

with a flap or hole on every spread including laser cuts flaps and holes let you see inside roman buildings including shops apartments baths amphitheatre and army fort

charming illustrations by rachael saunders give a delightfully naïve feel

Going to School 2000-09-01

this book has lots and lots of activities to do outdoors wherever you are or whatever the weather by the sea or on a riverbank in the woods in your garden when it s sunny



or raining or even at night activities include making a shelter from branches and leaves going on a nighttime nature walk marking out trails to follow making your own map

exploring a rock pool and even cooking on a campfire

Night Time 2020-10-09

from the bestselling queen of heart and humour jenny pearson comes a great big soaring adventure about family and finding happiness when frank john davenport inherits

piles of money from a grandma he didn t know he had things take an unexpected turn because the money comes with strict instructions and a new grandpa frank quickly

compiles a list of all the ways he can spend the money and look after his grumpy grandpa money may buy hot air balloon rides monster truck lessons and epic parkour

experiences but can frank discover that happiness is in fact priceless praise for jenny pearson shortlisted for the costa book award waterstones children s book award

laugh out loud book award and the branford boase award breaks records for funny and touching storytelling david baddiel as funny and tender as it could ever be frank

cottrell boyce heart warming and genuinely funny the times

Complete Dickens 2018-11

when a sudden storm destroys charles ship and he is presumed dead rose believes something sinister is at work and she sets off on a perilous journey with the fate of

the entire world at stake

Step Inside Ancient Rome 2021

a faithful retelling of the classic herman melville story about captain ahab and his vengeful hunt for the whale moby dick clearly written in a modern approachable style the

classics retold series is designed to introduce young readers to much loved classic stories the text includes informative notes on both the author and the original text and



is ideal for encouraging young readers to pursue an interest in literature

Outdoor Book IR 2017-01-01

discover or rediscover the fantastic stories from shakespeare plays with this complete book in this beautifully illustrated book you will find the thirty seven plays that

shakespeare wrote retold for children from 8 to 88 you will be pleased with re reading the all time favorites romeo and juliet midsummer night s dream or hamlet but also

with discovering the less well known stories

Grandpa Frank's Great Big Bucket List 2022-02-03

synopsis coming soon

West 2018-10

this sumptuous book covers every era of visual art from ancient to modern it includes works from every major genre from classical to cubist focuses on every major theme

from still life to society and contains works by the world s most renowned and influential artists ages 10 the superb illustrations are combined with authoritative informative

and fascinating text which brings the paintings to life and also explains how to get the most out of looking at art ages 10

Moby Dick: Usborne Classics Retold 2014-09-01



Complete Shakespeare 2016-11-01

History Beginners Bxs 2019-11-18

Name of This Book is Secret 2018-06

Book of Art Pb 2011
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